NSA 13
NEPAL STANDARDS ON AUDITING
COMMUNICATION OF AUDIT MATTERS WITH THOSE
CHARGED WITH GOVERNANCE
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Introduction
1.

The purpose of this Nepal Standard on Auditing (NSA) is to establish standards
and provide guidance on communication of audit matters arising from the audit of
financial statements between the auditor and those charged with governance of an
entity. These communications relate to audit matters of governance interest as
defined in this NSA. This NSA does not provide guidance on communications by
the auditor to parties outside the entity, for example, external regulatory or
supervisory agencies.

2.

This NSA is to be read in conjunction with the Preface to Nepal Standards on
Auditing.

3.

This NSA contains the basic principles and essential procedures (identified in
bold type black lettering) together with related guidance in the form of
explanatory and other material.

4.

This NSA needs only be applied to material matters.

5.

The auditor should communicate audit matters of governance interest
arising from the audit of financial statements with those charged with
governance of an entity.
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6.

For the purposes of this NSA, “governance” is the term used to describe the role
of persons entrusted with the supervision, control and direction of an entity. Those
charged with governance ordinarily are accountable for ensuring that the entity
achieves its objectives, financial reporting, and reporting to interested parties.
Those charged with governance include management only when it performs such
functions.

7.

For the purpose of this NSA, “audit matters of governance interest” are those that
arise from the audit of financial statements and, in the opinion of the auditor, are
both important and relevant to those charged with governance in overseeing the
financial reporting and disclosure process. Audit matters of governance interest
include only those matters that have come to the attention of the auditor as a result
of the performance of the audit. The auditor is not required, in an audit in
accordance with NSAs, to design procedures for the specific purpose of
identifying matters of governance interest.

Relevant Persons
8.

The auditor should determine the relevant persons who are charged with
governance and with whom audit matters of governance interest are
communicated.

9.

The structures of governance vary from entity to entity reflecting different legal
backgrounds. For example, in some entities, the supervision function, and the
management function are separated into different bodies, such as a supervisory
(wholly or mainly non-executive) board and a management (executive) board. In
other entities, both functions are the responsibility of a single, unitary board,
although there may be an audit committee that assists that board in its governance
responsibilities with respect to financial reporting.

10.

This diversity makes it difficult to establish a universal identification of the
persons who are charged with governance and with whom the auditor
communicates audit matters of governance interest. The auditor uses judgement to
determine those persons with whom audit matters of governance interest are
communicated, taking into account the governance structure of the entity, the
circumstances of the engagement and any relevant legislation. The auditor also
considers the legal responsibilities of those persons. For example, in entities with
supervisory boards or with audit committees, the relevant persons may be those
bodies. However, in entities where a unitary board has established an audit
committee, the auditor may decide to communicate with the audit committee, or
with the whole board, depending on the importance of the audit matters of
governance interest.

11.

When the entity’s governance structure is not well defined, or those charged with
governance are not clearly identified by the circumstances of the engagement, or
by legislation, the auditor comes to an agreement with the entity about with whom
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audit matters of governance interest are to be communicated. Examples include
some owner-managed entities, some not for profit organisations, and some
government agencies.
12.

13.

To avoid misunderstandings, an audit engagement letter may explain that the
auditor will communicate only those matters of governance interest that come to
attention as a result of the performance of an audit and that the auditor is not
required to design procedures for the specific purpose of identifying matters of
governance interest. The engagement letter may also:
•

describe the form in which any communications on audit matters of
governance interest will be made;

•

identify the relevant persons with whom such communications will be
made;

•

identify any specific audit matters of governance interest which it has been
agreed are to be communicated.

The effectiveness of communications is enhanced by developing a constructive
working relationship between the auditor and those charged with governance.
This relationship is developed while maintaining an attitude of professional
independence and objectivity.

Audit Matters of Governance Interest to be Communicated
14.

The auditor should consider audit matters of governance interest that arise
from the audit of the financial statements and communicate them with those
charged with governance. Ordinarily such matters include:
•

the general approach and overall scope of the audit, including any
expected limitations thereon, or any additional requirements;

•

the selection of, or changes in, significant accounting policies and
practices that have, or could have, a material effect on the entity’s
financial statements;

•

the potential effect on the financial statements of any significant risks and
exposures, such as pending litigation, that are required to be disclosed in
the financial statements;

•

audit adjustments, whether or not recorded by the entity that have, or
could have, a significant effect on the entity’s financial statements;

•

material uncertainties related to events and conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern;
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15.

•

disagreements with management about matters that, individually or in
aggregate, could be significant to the entity’s financial statements or the
auditor’s report. These communications include consideration of whether
the matter has, or has not, been resolved and the significance of the matter;

•

expected modifications to the auditor’s report;

•

other matters warranting attention by those charged with governance, such
as material weaknesses in internal control, questions regarding
management integrity, and fraud involving management;

•

any other matters agreed upon in the terms of the audit engagement.

As part of the auditor’s communications, those charged with governance are
informed that:
•

the auditor’s communications of matters include only those audit matters
of governance interest that have come to the attention of the auditor as a
result of the performance of the audit;

•

an audit of financial statements is not designed to identify all matters that
may be relevant to those charged with governance. Accordingly, the audit
does not ordinarily identify all such matters.

Timing of Communications
16.

The auditor should communicate audit matters of governance interest on a
timely basis. This enables those charged with governance to take appropriate
action.

17.

In order to achieve timely communications, the auditor discusses with those
charged with governance the basis and timing of such communications. In certain
cases, because of the nature of the matter, the auditor may communicate that
matter sooner than previously agreed.
AUDITING
Forms of Communications
18.

The auditor’s communications with those charged with governance may be made
orally or in writing. The auditor’s decision whether to communicate orally or in
writing is affected by factors such as:
•
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•

the nature, sensitivity and significance of the audit matters of governance
interest to be communicated;

•

the arrangements made with respect to periodic meetings or reporting of
audit matters of governance interest;

•

the amount of on-going contact and dialogue the auditor has with those
charged with governance.

19.

When audit matters of governance interest are communicated orally, the auditor
documents in the working papers the matters communicated and any responses to
those matters. This documentation may take the form of a copy of the minutes of
the auditor’s discussion with those charged with governance. In certain
circumstances, depending on the nature, sensitivity, and significance of the
matter, it may be advisable for the auditor to confirm in writing with those
charged with governance any oral communications on audit matters of
governance interest.

20.

Ordinarily, the auditor initially discusses audit matters of governance interest with
management, except where those matters relate to questions of management
competence or integrity. These initial discussions with management are important
in order to clarify facts and issues, and to give management an opportunity to
provide further information. If management agrees to communicate a matter of
governance interest with those charged with governance, the auditor may not need
to repeat the communications, provided that the auditor is satisfied that such
communications have effectively and appropriately been made.

Other Matters
21.

If the auditor considers that a modification of the auditor’s report on the financial
statements is required, as described in NSA 08, “The Auditor’s Report on
Financial Statements,” communications between the auditor and those charged
with governance cannot be regarded as a substitute.

22.

The auditor considers whether audit matters of governance interest previously
communicated may have an effect on the current year’s financial statements. The
auditor considers whether the point continues to be a matter of governance
interest and whether to communicate the matter again with those charged with
governance.

Confidentiality
23.

The requirements of The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (ICAN),
legislation or regulation may impose obligations of confidentiality that restrict the
auditor’s communications of audit matters of governance interest. The auditor
refers to such requirements, laws and regulations before communicating with
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those charged with governance. In some circumstances, the potential conflicts
with the auditor’s ethical and legal obligations of confidentiality and reporting
may be complex. In these cases, the auditor may wish to consult with legal
counsel.
Laws and Regulations
24.

The requirements of ICAN, legislation or regulation may impose obligations on
the auditor to make communications on governance related matters. These
additional communications requirements are not covered by this NSA; however,
they may affect the content, form and timing of communications with those
charged with governance.

Compliance with International Standards on Auditing
25.

Compliance with this NSA ensures compliance in all material respects with ISA
260 (Communication of Audit Matters with Those Charged with Governance).

Effective Date
26.

This Nepal Standards on Auditing becomes operative for the audit commencing
on or after 01 Magh 2061 corresponding to 14 January 2005. Earlier application is
encouraged.

Public Sector Perspective
1.

While the basic principles contained in this NSA apply to the audit of financial
statements in the public sector, the legislation giving rise to the audit mandate
may specify the nature, content and form of the communications with those
charged with governance of the entity.

2.

For public sector audits, the types of matters that may be of interest to the
governing body may be broader than the types of matters discussed in the NSA,
which are directly related to the audit of financial statements. Public sector
auditors’ mandates may require them to report matters that come to their attention
that relate to:

3.

•

compliance with legislative or regulatory requirements and related
authorities;

•

adequacy of accounting and control systems;

•

economy, efficiency and effectiveness of programs, projects and activities.

For public sector auditors, the auditors’ written communications may be placed on
the public record. For that reason, the public sector auditor needs to be aware that
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their written communications may be distributed to a wider audience than solely
those persons charged with governance of the entity.
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